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Abstract
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Wireless communication channels are generally characterized by availability of low bandwidth. Hence,
exchange of multimedia information is normally done
over a single or unicast channel. Multimedia information presentation can have certain constraints, such
as precedence of one page of information with respect
to another or the time of availability of information.
Multimedia information deliv ery needs to be scheduled based on these constraints. In this paper, we
model this scheduling problem using linear programming approach. W e suggest the use of approximation
algorithms proposed in [6] for this purpose. We have
also presented the use of on-line approaximation algorithms for scheduling multimedia information delivery when their availability varies with time. W e
have presented our initial implementation experience
also.
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Figure 1: Multimedia Pages Composition
Wireless net works normally have low availability of
network bandwidth. Exchange of multimedia information is, hence, done using unicast communication
channels. Here, delivery of multimedia information
pages is done one after another, as shown in Figure
2. W e need to come up with a delivery schedule that
identi es when a multimedia page can be delivered
over the wireless network, based on the existing constraints (such as precedence relationships).
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Multimedia information t ypically comprises text, image, audio, and video. Information can be organized
or presented in the form of pages, as shown in Figure
1. Presentation of multimedia information is typically done page by page. These presentations can
have certain constraints. For example, one can have
precedence constraints where a particular page of information needs to be presented ahead of another one.
Alternatively, some of the pages may be available only Figure 2: Delivering Multimedia Pages Over
after some point of time. In some cases, availability Unicast Wireless Channels
of these pages might vary with time.
In this paper, we model this problem of schedul Supported in part by National University of Singapore ing the delivery of multimedia pages based on speciAcademic Research Fund Grant RP 981669.
ed constraints, using linear programming approach.
Set of Objects Available
Initially
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W e suggest the use of approximation algorithms described in [6] for this purpose. W e also outline the Algorithm A1: Simple Sc hedule
use of on-line approximation strategies for the case
where the availability of multimedia pages vary with 1. Find the ratio of processing time to the weight of
time. W e then present our initial implementation ex- a multideia object (pj =wj ).
perience in a simple wireless environment.
2. Sequence the jobs in the non-decreasing order of
pj =wj ratio.
This algorithm is proved to be optimal in [11].
However, it does not take into consideration other
constraints such as precedence and release dates. Op2 Deliv ery Schedule Based On timization
of the average job completion time is a
N P ;hard problem when these (precedence, release)
Release Dates
constraints are considered.
In this section, we examine the applicability of a set
of techniques for scheduling the delivery of multimedia objects based on precdence constraints. These
techniques are based on a set of algorithms that have
been designed to minimize average completion time of
jobs based on certain constraints such as precedence
and release dates [6]. These techniques are based on
linear programming approach and help in scheduling
jobs on single as well as parallel machines. The idea
in using linear programming is as follows. There are
n jobs that need to be scheduled. Each job j has
a weight wj and a non-negative processing time pj ,
j = 1; :::; n. It is assumed that jobs will be processed
without interruption, and a machine can process at
most one job at a time. There migh t be precedence
constraints among the jobs that need to be scheduled,
i.e., there might be a partial order j  k, among any
two jobs j and k. Each job j can also have a specied release date, rj . Assuming Cj denote completion
time for a job,Pthe linear programming algorithm
P try
to minimize j wj Cj , or equivalently ( j wj Cj )=n
(i.e., the average completion cost for a job).
Based on this approach, we model delivery of multimedia pages as follows. Each multimedia page, as
discussed earlier, is composed of various media objects such as text, image, audio, and video. One
multimedia page is considered as a job that needs
to be scheduled for completion. Processing time pj
for a multimedia page denotes the transfer time that
might be needed for delivering all the objects composing the page. Processing time will be related to the
sizes of the multimedia objects that compose a page
and the network bandwidth. The weight wj of a multimedia object denotes the importance of the object.
In addition, pages j and k might be constrained by
precedednce relations, j  k.
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Figure 3: Scheduling of Multimedia Pages Delivery with Precedence Constraints
Here, we consider the problem of scheduling the delivery of multimedia pages taking into consideration
precedence constraints. We consider an approximation algorithm proposed in [6] for scheduling multimedia pages with precedence constraints. Precedence
relationship j  k denotes that multimedia page j
needs to be delivered (or presented) before page k.
As an example, consider the presentation of multimedia pages shown in Figure 3. Here, page 1 needs
to be presented before pages 2 and 3, Similarly, pages
2 and 3 are to be presented before page 4. Based on
these precedence constraints, Figure 3 shows a possible schedule for delivery. In this schedule, it is assumed that w3 is more than w2, and hence page 3 is
scheduled ahead of page 2. For this problem, the linear programming approach is again to minimize the
average completion
time :
P
minimize Nj=1 wj Cj .
(1)
This minimization is done subject to the precedence
2
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Constrained Sc hedule

constraints among multimedia pages, expressed as
below.
Algorithm A2.1: Constrained Schedule
Ck  Cj + pk , for each pair j; k such that j  k, With Pre-emptio n
where Cj  rj + pj
(2)
Pn wj Cj subject to constraints (3),
Ck  Cj + pk or Cj  Ck + pj , for each pair j,k. 1. Minimize
j =1
(3)
(5), and (6).
2. Find optimal solution to the above linear program
and obtain C ; ::; C .
The last constraint (3) is disjunctive in nature, and 3. Schedule a1job j nat time t such that t is the maxiso it is not possible to model using linear inequalities. mum of the following two: (a) all of j 's predecessors
The last constraint can be rewritten as inequalities as have been scheduled, (b) time rj , the release time for
follows [6].
job j .
4. In case, a multimedia object's presentation is preempted
for all jobs j , then the sum delivery. by user. The next object is scheduled for
PIfj wwej Cjset= Pwjj p=j Cjp.j For
any schedule, the following
isPan valid constraint
Pnj=1 pj (Pjk=1 pk) =

j =1 pj Cj
Pnj=1 Pjk=1 pkpj = (p2(N )+p(N )2 ) ,
(4)
2
where N denotes the entire set of jobs 1; ::n. For each 2.2 Constrained On-line Sc hedule
subset S  N , we can consider completion times Cj ,
j 2 S . We can apply the previous inequality to each
Page 6
Page 2
subset
and
derive
the
following
valid
inequalities
:
Pj2S pj Cj  (p2(S)+p(S)2 ) , for each S  N . Page 1
Page 8
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Algorithm A2: Constrained Sc hedule

P

Set of Objects Available
Initially

1. Minimize nj=1 wj Cj subject to constraints (3)
and (5).
2. Find optimal solution to the above linear program
and obtain C1; ::; Cn.
3. Schedule the jobs in order of non-decreasing Cj .
(In case of ties, precedence relations are used to sequence the jobs).

Set of Objects Available
After Time D

A Possible Schedule :
Page 1 Page 3 Page 2 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7 Page 8

Pages scheduled
till Time D
Pages not scheduled
till D
0

D

Time

Figure 4: Online Scheduling of Multimedi a

Pages Delivery with Precedence Constraints
Scheduling With Pre-emption : Presentation of
multimedia pages can be pre-empted by a client. As
an example, a client may after viewing one of the
objects composing a page may pre-empt the presentation by requesting the delivery of subsequent page.
Here, the transfer time of the pre-empted page, pj
(job processing time), is reduced based on the time
at which pre-emption is made. The constraint to be
added
scheduling with pre-emption is:
Pj2S pforj Cjhandling
 l(S ), for each S  N , where, l(S ) =
p2 (S )+p(S )2 ) .
rmin (S )p(S ) +
(6)
2

Here, we consider the problem of scheduling multimedia objects delivery in the following scenario. A set of
objects are available at time 0 for scheduling. These
objects are to be scheduled for delivery to the user
till a time D. At time D, the objects delivery schedule is re-constructed based on the available objects,
i.e., new objects might become available in the time
interval [0,D]. This process is repeated till all objects
are scheduled. W e use a greedy-interval scheduling
algorithm proposed in [6] for this purpose.

3
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To
Algorithm A3: Constrained On-line Sc hed- Links
object
type
ule
High priority

Ave. Page
Time
26 ms
Medium priorit y
74 ms
Low priority
126 ms
Randomly assigned 90 ms

1. Consider the set of objects available at time l .
(Initially, l =P0).n
2. Minimize j =1 wj Cj subject to constraints (3)
and (6).
3. Find optimal solution to the above linear program
and obtain C1; ::; Cn.
4. Schedule the jobs in order of non-decreasing Cj
till time D. (In case of ties, precedence relations are
used to sequence the jobs).
5. At time D, consider the new set of jobs that are
available for delivering. Repeat steps 1 through 5
after incrementing l by D, till all objects are scheduled.

Table 1: Presentation Times With Pre-emption

3 Implementation Experience
Information
Source

Wired Ethernet
100 Mbps

Wireless Link
2 Mbps

le

ab
Port C
P

Figure 5: Implementation Environment
W e implemented some of the techniques discussed
above in an implementation environment as shown
in Figure 5. Multimedia pages are stored in an Sun
Ultra Sparc server that operates over a wired Ethernet at 100 Mbps. These pages, totalling around
thirty in number, carries information about wild-life
and the correspondig audio presents the sound made
by each wild animal. Delivery of information was
carried over a wireless network through a W avePoint
wireless bridge operating at 2 Mbps. Client was a
Pentium Laptop with W aveLan PCMCIA wireless
network card. Each multimedia page is composed
of objects such as text, image, and audio. W e implemented Algorithm A2.1, i.e., constrained schedule of
4
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Entire
Presentation
800 ms.
2200 ms
3800 ms
3200 ms

multimedia pages with pre-emption. Precedence constraints and weights for each page were assigned in
an arbitrary manner among the thirty pages. We assigned about thirty constraints for the pages presentation. After identifying the delivery schedule, multimedia pages were delivered one after another over the
wireless bridge to the laptop. Objects composing in
one page (i.e., text, image, and audio) assigned three
types of priorities: low, medium, and high. Presentation of a multimedia page can be pre-empted by
clicking on a link object. Link object is one of the
object (text or image) in a page. Links were assigned
either based on object priorities or in a random manner. Time taken for identifying the delivery schedule was very negligible. Average sizes of text, image,
and audio used im the multimedia pages were : .
W e measured the time taken for presentation with
and without pre-emption. Without pre-emption, delivery of all the thirty pages were completed in seconds. For presentation with pre-emption, link objects
were assigned based on priorities as well as randomly.
Following table 1 summarizes the presentation times
with pre-emption. Presentation of each page was preempted by clicking on a link object.
W e are in the process of implementing other algorithms outlined in this paper. W e are also exploring
techniques for structuring the delivery schedule based
on the probability of page access. As an example,
some of the multimedia pages may be popular and
hence, performance might be improved by repeating
the delivery of popular pages.

4 Related Work

Issues in wireless mobile computing environments are
discussed in [4]. Managemen t of data and querying
aspects of databases are presented in [7, 8]. Issues and
solutions for presentation of video objects in a mobile
environment is described in [10]. Our work discussed

in this paper is more general in that it deals with case where the availability of multimedia pages varies
diverse media objects and also it deals with schedul- with time. W e carried out an initial implementation
ing delivery of objects over a unicast wireless chan- over a wireless bridge connected to a fast Ethernet.
nel. Support for collaborative applications in mobile environments is outlined in [3]. Here, group co- References
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